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Q1:  

Yes a new system should be implemented and the old one updated. 

Q2:  

How much violence/blood/cursive language there is in a game. Comparison to the classifications 

systems they have around the world. 

Q3:  

All classifications should be equal to all gaming platforms. A universal classification should be set to 

make it uncomplicated. 

Q4:  

Disagree. Some people whine too much. Classification should be similar to movie classification and a 

universal system. If minors are playing a game that is over the M rating it is on the parents to make 

sure they don't play it. People need to take responsibility for their children as to not affect the rest of 

us. 

Q5:  

Yes. All violent/games with language and blood should be classified higher than children games...then 

again if there is an option in a game to tur these off in the settings then maybe make it a M/PG. 

Q6:  

loaded question in this one. All material.games should be classified to a degree 

Q7:  

Yes...some games have explicit scene...sometimes just a kiss is a bit explicit,especially if the female 

has large breasts. 

Q8:  

Yes it should. Some of the sound recordings can sound absolutely disgusting...this should be included 

in the rating system. 

Q9:  

No. It should still be classified. 

Q10:  

No. It should still be classified. 

Q11:  

Music,sound-effects,graphics (how explicit),cut-scenes,amount of blood, amount of violence and 

course language should all be factors. 

Q12:  

Parent email account for underage people... 

Q13:  

Parent email account for underage people...however children are such hackers these days. 

Q14:  

Don't print them.... 



Q15:  

All content should have a classification...including all magazines, novels, online pages, movies, 

games, etc. 

Q16:  

Making it lawfull. 

Q17:  

Q18:  

All content 

Q19:  

nothing should be subsidised 

Q20:  

I understand all classifications, I assume everyone else does too. 

Q21:  

I feel that a lot of R rating stuff should be MA15+...again up to the parents to supervise this decision  

Q22:  

If they make a universal classification it should be understood by everyone with confusion from 

different countries. 

Q23:  

Consolidated and revised. 

Q24:  

Access is up to the user and should not be prohibited. Exemptions such as murder,rape,animal 

cruelty, self harm, gun making, bomb making all the illegal crap...I am sure you know where that was 

all heading. 

Q25:  

Q26:  

It is important if you want everyone to know the classification. Make it universal, 

Q27:  

Q28:  

Yes 

Q29:  

Other comments:  

I feel that the games need to be taken a look at when it comes to gaming as magazines. Some 

magazines are inappropriate for youngsters...like Marie clare. The only magazine that has a 

classification is the pornographic ones. Games are being banned from Australia and not 

America...there should be a system implemented to make a universal classification and up to the 

individual to play. Under age children should be supervised with older content games if the parents 

are stupid enough to let their kids play them and therefore they should be liable for the 

consequences...this should not affect grown ups from playing R rated games if they choose to. 

Parents are liable for their children if they are caught buying alcohol or cigarettes therefore what is the 

difference in buying/playing certain rated games? 


